Terms and Conditions
The following terms and conditions apply to the UC Accommodation Semester 2, 2018
campaign ‘Move In with Us’ and get 4 weeks’ free rent (or $1,000) discounted off your
Accommodation Fees (Campaign).
1.

In this Campaign, unless the context otherwise provides, the following words are
defined as follows:
‘Campaign Period’ has the meaning given to that expression at clause 4;
‘NZST’ means the New Zealand Standard Time;
‘Incentive’ means a NZ$1,000 discount on the student’s Accommodation Fees as set
out in the Residential Agreement for the remainder of the 2018 Academic Year at the
University of Canterbury. The discount will be applied in equal installments depending
on their selected frequency of payment (i.e. fortnightly or quarterly) over the duration
of the term of the Semester 2 Residential Agreement, during 2018;

2.

3.
4.

5.

‘Promoter’ means Campus Living Villages NZ Ltd;
‘Residential Agreement’ means a valid, signed Residential Agreement in respect
of a room or apartment and, if applicable, any common facilities at UC
Accommodation.
The Campaign Period commences at 9:00am on the 11th of July 2018 (NZST) and
closes at 5:00pm on the 31st of August 2018 (NZST) or when all available rooms are
filled.
Only students currently enrolled and studying at the University of Canterbury or any
approved tertiary institutions are eligible to take part in this Campaign.
To take part in this Campaign, students eligible to take part are required to apply, and
accept an available room from UC Accommodation, and sign and return a Residential
Agreement.
To be entitled to the discount under this Campaign, the following conditions must be
met to the satisfaction of the Promoter:
i) the resident must live in a UC Accommodation for the full Semester 2 contract
period; and
ii) if the resident withdraws from or is expelled from UC Accommodation, at any
time before the expiration of the Residential Agreement, the resident has to pay
in full, the discount, as a recipient of the Incentive.

6.

The entitlements in respect to the incentive are not transferable, refundable or
redeemable for cash and cannot be used or redeemed in conjunction with any other
offer or promotion offered by the Promoter.

7.

Fraudulent information, behavior or other improper use of the Campaign or any
entitlements granted under this Campaign (in the reasonable opinion of the Promoter)
may result in the cancellation of the Incentive.
The student acknowledges and agrees that the Promoter shall not be liable to the
student for any financial or legal implications (or otherwise) that may arise from the
Campaign or Incentive.

8.

9.

Independent financial, legal or other professional advice should be sought.

10. To the extent permitted by law, under no circumstances will the Promoter be liable to
students eligible to take part in this Campaign for any direct, indirect, consequential,
exemplary, incidental, special or punitive damages arising out of or in connection with
you and/or the eligible student’s participation in this Campaign, even if the Promoter
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

